
Physics 15: Mechanical Advantage

In this module, students will review with the concept of mechanical advantage (M.A.), a ratio of input to  
output effort, and explore the M.A. conferred by many classes of simple machine including the frequently  
ignored piston.

Audience:
4th–8th

MCAS:
K–2nd TE2.1 “Identify tools and simple machines used for a specific purpose, e.g., ramp, wheel, pulley, lever.”
3rd–5th TE1.3 “Identify  and  explain  the  difference  between  simple  and  complex  machines,  e.g.,  hand  can 
opener that includes multiple gears, wheel, wedge, gear, and lever.”
H.S. TE3.3 “Calculate and describe the ability of a hydraulic system to multiply distance, multiply force, and 
effect directional change.”
Math 4.P.2 “Use symbol and letter variables (e.g., s,  x) to represent unknowns or quantities that vary in 
expressions and in equations or inequalities (mathematical sentences that use =, <, >).”
Math 8.N.3 “Use ratios and proportions in the solution of problems, in particular, problems involving unit 
rates, scale factors, and rate of change.”

Vocabulary:
Terms to know beforehand:

• ratio—“fraction” representing numerical relationship between the 
size of two (or more) values

Terms defined in lesson:
• gear
• piston
• pulley

Preparation:
Although this module contains material on the classical simple machines—wheel, lever, ramp/inclined plane—
it is strongly recommended that you introduce/review these with your students before this lesson, so that greater 
emphasis may be placed on experimentation to develop an understanding of the physics and mathematics of 
these systems, as well as allow for ample coverage of more exotic machines such as hydraulic systems.

Follow-up:
Build a Rube Goldberg device as a class project; see RubeGoldberg.com for ideas, and details about entering a 
national competition.

Additional Resources:
http://youtube.com/watch?v=_ve4M4UsJQo1 — Video1 (2:00), Rube Goldberg device: Honda commercial
http://youtube.com/watch?v=qybUFnY7Y8w — Video (3:54), Rube Goldberg device: OK Go – This Too Shall Pass
http://youtube.com/watch?v=mN9iLNHGOYI —Video (2:12), Spiral pump, similar to Archimedes' screw
http://youtube.com/watch?v=_0nZKAJ-LIk — Video (2:13), Spiral pump water wheel
http://youtube.com/watch?v=01A8-rbtb5M — Video (0:22), LEGO “Machine with concrete”
http://youtube.com/watch?v=5q-BH-tvxEg — Video (1:00), Gear reduction sculpture, at MIT Museum
http://5min.com/Video/Arthur-Ganson-Exhibits-a-Machine-With-Concrete-Experiment-509917846 —  Video  (4:42), 
Artist's explanation of gear reduction sculpture
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